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Happy New Year! 
“See, the former things have taken place, and ... I am doing a new thing! … I am  

making a way in the wilderness and streams in the wasteland.”  Isaiah 42:9, 43:19	
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Prayer and Praise 

 Thank God with us for His faithfulness and for all the ways He has led us (Deut. 8:2) 

 We look forward to participating in our supporting church’s Missions Conference in Minnesota in February. 

 Pray for our health. We both still face significant health challenges. We are working with our doctors and we 
continue to anticipate God’s leading and His healing touch. In relation to that, please continue to pray for  
answers for the stubborn insomnia that plagues me. My body has a hard time healing without sufficient sleep. 

 Pray for wisdom for Robert in what to include in the online courses and materials he is developing for third-
world missionaries-in-training, and for God’s guidance for the dissemination of the courses. 

It was almost two years ago that the page turned on a new chapter in our lives. We dove into new 
blessings and challenges as we initiated our ministry with Partners in Joy, and into new struggles 
and faith adventures as we encountered significant health concerns. God has been so faithful, so 
good to us. As He’s walked this journey with us, He truly has been doing new things in our lives. 
We step into 2018 anticipating more new things and a way in the wilderness.  


